Introduction. In a recent abstract
2 the author introduced an important application of a class of neighborhood spaces in which pairs of points are required to satisfy only a very weak separation axiom (due to Kolmogoroff) :
(K) If x and y are distinct points, then at least one of these points has a neighborhood which does not contain the other.
In the present note it is shown that a very useful generalized distance function may be defined in certain of these spaces.
Clearly, any such distance function must be an asymmetric one. W. A. Wilson 3 considered the definition of asymmetric distances in certain spaces which satisfy stronger separation axioms than K. It is shown here that a slight modification of one of the axioms in [W] allows the extension of a large part of the theory developed there to spaces subject to K.
Since many of the theorems and proofs in [W] remain valid here with only very obvious changes, this note will be limited to a mere sketch concerning new properties which arise under the weaker axioms used. The reader should have no difficulty in adapting the more complete discussion given in [W] to the case studied here.
2. The distance function. The symbol 1 will denote a space of points; points and point sets in 1 will be denoted by small and capital letters respectively.
The space 1 will be said to be quasi-metric if for every pair of points x, y in 1 there are defined two non-negative numbers xy and yx, not necessarily equal, which satisfy the following postulates:
I. xy = yx = 0 if and only if x = yf II. for any three points, xy^xz+zy.
If for some pair of points xy = 0^yx, then the point x will be said to be adjacent to the point y. It is to be emphasized that, regardless of the connotation of symmetry familiar with the word adjacent, the relationship to which it refers here is an asymmetric one.
3. Limits, closed and open sets. The nature of the function xy leads to the definition of three separate types of limit points and the corresponding classes of closed and open sets. A point p will be called a u-limit, l-limit, or a c-limit of a point set A (of a sequence {x n } ) if for every positive number e there exists a point x in A -p such that px < e, xp < e, or both simultaneously, respectively (if there is a number N such that px n <e, and so on, for n>N).
The point set S u (a, r) consisting of all points x such that ax<r will be called a u-sphere of center a and radius r. Similarly one defines the spheres Si(a, r) and S c (a, r) by the relations xa<r and both ax<r and xa<r.
A point set will be termed u-open, l-open, or c-open if for every point p in the set some sphere S u , Si, or S c , respectively, about p is contained entirely within the set. Such sets will be denoted by G u , Gi, and G c respectively. A point set will be termed u-closed, l-closed, or c-closed if it contains all of its limit points of the respective class. These sets will be denoted by F u , F h and F c respectively.
The space 1 will be called separable if there exists a denumerable sequence of points which is everywhere dense in 1 in the sense of c-limits.
Just as in the theory of ordinary topological spaces, one proves that the complement of a set G u {Gi or G c ) is a set F u (Fi or F c ) . It is evident that every set F u or Fi is also a set F c and that every set G u or Gi is also a set G c ; however the converses are not true.
It is to be noted that a point p may be a w-limit and at the same time an /-limit of a point set A without being a c-limit of that set. On the other hand, for sequences one has the following theorem: PROOF. The first clause is immediate from the definitions. Suppose that x and y are both c-limits of the sequence {x n }. It follows that for an arbitrary positive number e there exist numbers n' and n" such that xy^xx n +x n y<e for n>n' and yx^yx n +x n x<e for n>n". Thus xy = 0 = yx and by I, x = y.
Again, x = c-lim x n implies that for arbitrary e >0 there is an n' such that x n x m Soc n x+xx m <e for n>n' and the Cauchy criterion is satisfied.
The following theorems indicate the relations between the several limits of a sequence and the property of adjacency.
THEOREM 2. If x = l-\im x n and ;y = ^-lim x n for the same sequence {x n \, then either x -y or else y is adjacent to x.
The proof is immediate from yx^yx n +x n x and the fact that yx n -^Q and x n x-»0.
COROLLARY. Ifx = c-limx n andy = u-limx n then either y = x or y is adjacent to x\if y = /-Km x n , then either y -xorxis adjacent to y.
It is worthy of note that if a point x is adjacent to a point y then x is a w-limit of the point set consisting of the single point y. Thus, if the usual definition of connected set be adopted with limits taken in the ^-sense, the point set (x+y) forms a connected set. The proof is evident. THEOREM 4. Let 1 be a neighborhood space satisfying the axioms A, B, C, E, and K. Then distances can be defined in 1 so that the space is a separable, quasi-metric space. A topological limit of a sequence of points in 1 is a u-limit of the sequence and conversely. The theorem remains valid if u-limit is replaced by l-limit provided that a corresponding change be made in the distance function.
Since the proof of this theorem is long but follows that of Theorem IV, §7, in [W] with only a few minor changes, it seems sufficient to state the definition of the distance function for the case of w-limits.
Let the denumerable system of neighborhoods postulated by Axiom E be denoted by { U n }. For any pair of points x and y in 1 and for each w = l,2,3,---, define the function f n (x, y) to be equal 1 if x is in U n and y is in 1 -U n , or equal to 0 in case x is in 1 -U n or in case x+y is in U n . Then define the function oc 1 xy = J2 -M*, y)> It should be remarked that a quasi-metric is not necessarily a continuous function of either variable.
5.
Applications. The distance function described above furnishes an exceedingly simple topologization for a very general type of collection of closed point sets. Let 5 denote a compact metric space and let S=^X be any decomposition of 5 into closed point sets. It is not assumed that the sets of the decomposition are disjoint. However it is assumed that if Xi and X 2 are distinct elements of the decomposition which overlap, then XiX% = X is again an element of the decomposition. Moreover, if X z is any element which intersects X, then X\Xz = X = X<iXz. Such a collection is afforded by the upper semicontinuous collection of the second type introduced by R. L. Moore 6 and, in particular, by the so-called hyperspace of cyclic elements of a continuous curve. If, now, the elements of the collection are thought of as points of a new space 1, the topologization is introduced as follows: if X and Y are two elements of 1, the distance function XF=the greatest lower bound of the numbers r such that, as seen in the space S, every point x of the set X has a distance from the set Y which is less than r. The space is easily shown to be quasi-metric in the sense described in the preceding paragraphs.
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